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Dutch One-Man Band I Panic’s New Alternative Song ‘Kill The
Dog’ Inspires The Audience With Its Melodic Charm
Critically acclaimed one-man band I Panic presents a brilliant weave of versatile rhythms and
energizing lyrical illustration in his latest single, ‘Kill the Dog’.

Netherlands, South Holland, May 24, 2021 (Issuewire.com) - Rock music is a legendary genre that
never goes out of style due to its universal rhythmic approach. Supremely talented one-man band I
Panic has created a soundscape that is enriching the alternative rock musical form. The band is formed
by Dutch singer and multi-instrumentalist, Marcel van Tetering, who has been using his brilliant
creativity to create another masterpiece, ‘Kill the Dog’. The track is a blend of classic rock rhythms and
modern instrumentation that is perfectly reminiscent of the past. His brilliant singing has cast a spell over
the audience soothing their minds. Armed with his dynamic storytelling ability, the prolific musician has
established a sublime rock number that paints a vivid picture of the world around him.
Hailing from the Netherlands, the multi-talented musician has been attracted to music from a very young
age. The genre that attracted him, in particular, is rock and alternative rock. He started playing different
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instruments quite early. His instrumental knowledge has given him leverage over his contemporaries. He
has been inspired by iconic artists like Tom Waits, Cole Porter, Randy Newman, and Jacques Brel to
David Bowie, Joe Jackson, Elvis Costello, and Fischer-Z. And he utilized their influences in his music.
About his music, he says, ‘A good song doesn't care whether it's played by a rock band, just on a single
guitar, or with a full orchestra. The song remains….. I Panic is the, probably lifelong, search to create
such a song. To tell a story, express a feeling, or both…’
The prolific singer-songwriter Marcel van Tetering is taking his exceptional soundscape to the next
level singlehandedly. Deeply influenced by the sounds of theatre, I Panic adds a subtle touch of theatre
in all of its creations. Its recently released music video, ‘Kill the Dog’ provides a sense of comfort and
confidence to the listeners, with its surreal melody. The instrumental magnificence in the track pleases
the audience forming an ambiance of acoustic brilliance. Listen to his vast collection on YouTube and
Spotify. Visit his website for more information about his music. Follow him on Facebook and Instagram
to stay updated about his future projects.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87966_57U_k
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